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Dear Vice Chancellor,

Open letter from the Surrey UCU Committee to Professor Lu, regarding the current USS
dispute
As you know, UCU is in dispute with you regarding the USS pension fund. At the USS Joint
Negotiating Committee (JNC) on Tuesday 23 January, following the Chairs casting vote, the UUK
proposals to fundamentally change USS from a defined benefit scheme to a defined contribution
scheme was resolved without UCU agreement.
The legal basis of our dispute with you is your failure to reach a collective agreement with UCU
which protects the pensions of our members from detrimental changes.
UCU wants an amicable, negotiated solution if possible and we thought it would be useful if we set
out the steps you could take which might help to resolve this damaging dispute.
We would like you to publicly call for the reopening of national negotiations with the aim of retaining
a decent defined benefit scheme and commit to increasing University of Surrey’s contributions if
necessary to protect this valuable benefit.
The current UUK proposal will not be finally endorsed by the USS JNC and Board until the end of
June 2018 so there is plenty of time for further negotiations if the position of Universities UK shifts.
This national resolution is clearly UCU’s preferred position, but it is substantially in the interests of
this institution too.
To further aid you in your consideration of this matter we have set out as Appendix A to this letter,
our calculation of the monetary loss over the course of their retirement for several typical staff

profiles at this institution. A typical member of academic staff who moves from lecturer to professor
in a thirty-year career stands to lose £208,000 over the course of their retirement.
We have estimated that if the UUK proposal is imposed the typical lecturer would need a
compensatory annual payment equivalent to at least four increment points to maintain their
estimated retirement income at its current level.
We look forward to your response.
Kind regards
Surrey UCU Committee

Appendix A = Estimates by First Actuarial of the loss of income from the UKK proposal over
the course of a typical retirement
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